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MUVIDISCO

MULtIVIEw VIDEO DISPAR-
Ity COMPENSAtION USING 
GEOMEtRIC tRANSfORMS

MuViDisCo researched and designed more ef-
ficient multiview video motion/disparity compen-
sation techniques to be implemented in Distrib-
uted Video Coding (DVC) and 3D video coding 
algorithms, based on the state-of-the-art H.264 
and H.265 standards. These techniques use 
geometric transforms (e.g. perspective trans-
forms) to perform more efficient motion and 
disparity estimation, thus improving the overall 
compression efficiency of the coding algorithm. Achievements 

MuViDisCo has proposed a motion/dis-
parity compensation scheme for multi-
view image and video that uses geomet-
ric transformations. Three methods were 
developed and proposed using GT to 
exploit temporal and interview redundan-
cy. These methods aim to improve mo-
tion compensation in H.264/AVC and in 
DVC encoders, and to exploit inter-view 
redundancy in MV-HEVC.

By integrating warped versions of the 
reference frames in the reference list, the 
proposed encoder is able to outperform 
the state-of-the-art H.264/AVC video co-
dec, with bit rate savings up to 7.5%. 

In this project, a new side information 
generation method integrating perspec-
tive transform motion modeling was pro-
posed for the SV-DVC solution and two 
key contributions in terms of interview SI 
creation and SI fusion were proposed 
for the MV-DVC solution to improve the 
state-of-the-art DVC RD performance (up 
to 10% bitrate savings were achieved). 

Finally, a disparity compensation 
scheme for stereo video was proposed 
using GT frames. The new reference 
frames are generated by a set of GT, 
based on several depth planes of a 3D 
scene. Experimental results show the 
potential of this framework, which is able 
to achieve bitrate savings of up to 4.87% 
and 2.87% for image and video, respec-
tively

 Fig.2 Perspective transform.  Fig.3 Exploiting the temporal correlation in DVC.

3D video technology has attracted considerable interest in the 
last few years. In this sense, few standards have extended their 
capabilities to deal with 3D video signals, namely multiview. 
Due to the increased number of views, these standards exploit 
inter-view redundancies by using block-based disparity com-
pensation.

The block matching method for disparity compensation as-
sumes that the disparity between views can be compensated 
using translations only. However, the changes among views 
depend on several factors related with the cameras geometry, 
which sets the angle between each used view, as well as differ-
ent objects positioned at various distances from the cameras, 
etc.

The purpose of this project is to build a better prediction 
model, which uses geometric transformations (GT), to warp 
each image block from one view to another, thus modeling the 
disparity effect and increasing the performance of traditional 
3D video encoders. The perspective transform (Fig. 2) have 
been chosen based on its computational complexity, efficiency 
on the motion/disparity model representation and parameter 
transmission requirements. This technique was implemented 
and tested in the motion compensation process of the H.264/
AVC encoder (Fig. 1) and in Distributed Video Coding algo-
rithm (Fig. 3).

In DVC, the correlation in video signals is mainly exploited 
at the decoder side, leading to low complexity encoders and 
more complex decoders. In many MV-DVC solutions, the final 
generated SI results from the fusion of a temporal and an inter-
view Side Information (SI) contribution. The inter-view SI contri-
bution takes advantage of the inter-view correlation usually us-
ing inter-view interpolation techniques applied to compensate 
the disparity between adjacent view frames. However, many 
challenges are faced when inter-view interpolation is used for 
SI creation, notably due to occlusions and the impact of the 
visual sensors structure/camera acquisition geometry. Thus, 
the use of GT as an alternative to translational ME, as shown 
in Figure 3, provides a better solution to determine the motion 
model between frames.

Novel solutions were developed to increased the efficiency of 
disparity compensation, namely for the multiview extension en-
coder based on the H.265/HEVC standard. In order to perform 
more accurate disparity compensation, the reference picture 
list is enriched with additional geometrically transformed imag-
es, for the most relevant object’s levels of depth in the scene, 
resulting from projections of one view to another. At each depth 
level, with significant objects in the scene, a new warped frame 
is generated according to the geometric relation between the 
objects plane and the camera.
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 Fig.1 Using reference frame warping for motion/disparity compensation.




